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HI1 Regions i n  I 
Jill S. Price ( (Prime Inc. ) , 
and Craig A. Gu d 
The ISM in a Nearby Dwarf 
rby (725 kpc distant) dwarf irregular galaxy,, 
the Bell Labs m RCA 320 X 
512 pixel-thinned, r of central 
wavelength 6562 % 
declination), on 
for HI1 regions catalogued by Sandage (1971, Ap. J., 166, 13); 
HI, HII, HIII, etc. for HI1 regions which q e  new to this study; 
and D1, D2, and D3 are some representativ@'ltdiffuselt areas of 
emission, areas wh daries are not clearly 
delineated, but th eless. In Figure 2, we 
compare our image ast) with Sandage's 
(1971) photo of t C 1613. Hodge et al. 
(this volume) pre ages of the same area. 
Figure 3 compares the Ha ity function for HI1 regions in 
IC 1613 (open squ all (filled squares) 
and Large (crosse last two figures 
compare observed s istributions- number of HI1 regions larger 
than a given diame s diameter- for IC 1613 (Figure 4) and NGC 
6822 (Figure 5) with two models: 
Poisson distribution: N* (D) = 
(2) exponential distribution: N*(D) = No - No exp(D/Do) , 
where n= 0,1,2, etc., and stands for the #'bin number", (n = 0 for 
D = 0-5 pc, n = 1 for D = 5-10 pc, etc.), Do is the average HI1 
region diameter, and No is the total number of HI1 regions in the 
sample. We see that the Poisson models provide a better fit for 
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Tiqura 3. The Ra 
aqnarea). tha S1QC (fillad sqoaraa) and tha U!C (crossas). 
ma plot  i8 the nmkr o t  flxx rrgiaa YE. Iop(ao lurinosity). 
bfnnad wary  0.2 du. D8ta  for fha Hagellanio C l o u d s  from 
Konnieott, Edwr, a n l  Ilodqo'm r.cnnt work (1919, Ap. J . ,  3s7, 
761). 






Tigura 1. Siza distribution for  011 npiolu in  IC 1613. ma 
m n k r  of UII raqlons larger than d i m t e r  0 is plottad vs. D 
for: data (solid Ifme), PdsS8tl distributfon ( i l l l ad  SqU8mm), 
tor M averaqo diantmr 13 paLI.c., and axpon.ntirl modal with 
Ne 9 39, 9 83 pC (-.-)a 
NGC 6822 
'5= 
0 !%Y DO 60 200 
T1-2. S. S i x e  distr ibut ion for H I 1  raqions In ffic 6022 (data 
iron #a recent w r k  by Hodqa, La., and Kennicutt: 1988. 
P.A.S.P., 101. 32). TRa same sy.bola ure usad as in Pig. 4 .  
?or tha Poisson distrlbotion only the fimt ten bins were 
ua.d, so the average if11 rsgion diameter is 1 4  pa. In the 
=panantis1 modal ror tha whola sample, I?, (I 134, and 
Do - 43 pc. 
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